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Source Code China: The New Global Hub of IT (Information Technology) OutsourcingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Source Code China
The New Global Hub of IT Outsourcing    

Welcome to the new technology outsourcing services industry reality: China!     

The factors that point to a country's potential and success as an outsourcing destination inevitably lead to the one country that is rapidly becoming the new hub for IT...
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High-Speed Networking: A Systematic Approach to High-Bandwidth Low-Latency CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"Building networks with high performance demanded by today's applications requires a complete understanding of the basic principles and latest techniques. This book is the definitive guide to both."-Lyman Chapin
   
   High-speed networking is the essential enabler of modern sophisticated distributed computing applications. This...
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Data Model Patterns: A Metadata Map (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
A very ambitious undertaking, masterfully described. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first published version of the detailed models implied by the Zachman Framework. David Hay builds the models one step at a time, describing in each increment why the new entities were added, and how they related to the rest of the model. At least as...
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Contamination-Free Manufacturing for Semiconductors and Other Precision ProductsCRC Press, 2001
Provides advanced treatment and in-depth coverage of the origins, procedures, and disposal of contaminants in the manufacturing of semiconductors and other precision products. Offers solutions to inadequate areas of measurement capability and control technology, clarifying problems in the industry.

Semiconductor chip manufacturing, now a...
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Foundations of Dependable Computing: Models and Frameworks for Dependable SystemsSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: Models and Frameworks  for Dependable Systems presents two comprehensive frameworks  for reasoning about system dependability, thereby establishing a  context for understanding the roles played by specific approaches  presented in this book's two companion volumes. It then explores the  range of models and...
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Flexible Shift Planning in the Service Industry: The Case of Physicians in HospitalsSpringer, 2010
The book presents new ideas to model and solve the flexible shift planning problem of personnel workers in the service industry. First, a new modeling approach is proposed that requires shifts to be generated implicitly rather than employing a predefined set of shift types like three 8-hour or two 12-hour shifts to cover varying forecast demand....
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Flash Mobile: Developing Android and iOS Applications (Visualizing the Web)Focal Press, 2011

	Change: It’s what we expect from technology, from the PC to
	the web, through to HD TV. But nothing has been as disruptive
	as the change the iPhone and Android phones have brought.
	For the first time the power of a computer will fit in your hand,
	you are always connected to the Internet, and these devices are
	loaded with...
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Management of Acute Coronary Syndromes (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	In this second edition of his highly acclaimed book, Christopher P. Cannon, MD, and a team of preeminent clinical investigators have thoroughly revised and expanded every chapter to reflect the recent explosion of clinical trials on the management of acute coronary syndromes (ACS). This includes: the newer tests, such as C reactive protein; a...
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Voice over IP Fundamentals (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2006
A systematic approach to understanding the basics of Voice over IP

* Understand the basics of PSTN services and IP signaling protocols, including SS7
* Learn how VoIP can run the same applications as the existing telephony system, but in a more cost-efficient and scalable manner
* Delve into such VoIP topics as jitter,...
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The Neural Simulation Language: A System for Brain ModelingMIT Press, 2002
The Neural Simulation Language (NSL), developed by Alfredo Weitzenfeld, Michael Arbib, and Amanda Alexander, provides a simulation environment for modular brain modeling. NSL is an object-oriented language offering object-oriented protocols applicable to all levels of neural simulation. One of NSL's main strengths is that it allows for realistic...
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Voice Over IP Crash CourseMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Recent advances in VoIP (Voice over IP) technology have made it the solution of choice for voice service because of its low cost and increased reliability. Voice Over IP Crash Course offers practical technology coverage, while discussing the business, strategic and competitive implications of VoIP deployment in corporations. The book also...
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Foundations of Dependable Computing: System ImplementationSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: System  Implementation, explores the system infrastructure needed to  support the various paradigms of Paradigms for Dependable  Applications. Approaches to implementing support mechanisms and to  incorporating additional appropriate levels of fault detection and  fault tolerance at the processor, network, and...
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